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 A MANET (Mobile Ad-hoc Network) is an infrastructure-less self 

configuring wireless networks of routers. Key management is at the center of 

providing network security via cryptographic mechanisms with a high-
availability feature. Dynamic key is the efficient assistance for network 

scalability. Routing protocol used here is a form of reactive routing called 

CA-AOMDV and compared with Table driven routing called DSDV. 

Channel aware routing protocol quality of the channel which can be 

measured in terms of suitable metrics. This paper leads to an emphasis on 
Black hole attack and to develop a dynamic key framework using RSA 

algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Security is one of the major issues in MANETs. Their natural characteristics make them vulnerable 

to passive and active attacks, in which misbehaving nodes can eavesdrop or delete packets, modify packet 

contents, or impersonate other nodes [1]. 

A keying processis the state in which network nodes share keying information for use in 

cryptographic mechanisms. Peer Intermediaries for Key Establishment (PIKE):-PIKE deploys the sensor 

nodes to initiate the shared key. PIKE is symmetric key agreement system, it using unique secret key in a 

group of nodes .This method is using the concept of random key pre-distribution, and in 2-D case with each 

of the O (n) nodes each mobile node contributes a unique secret key in horizontal and vertical dimension [2]. 

In SEGK, to create a familiar group key, each group memberachieves a share of the final common group key. 

The group key can be refreshed periodically or only be refreshed in response to changes of group 

membership. The updating of the group key improves to enforce backward and forward secrecy of group 

communications [3]. 

Self Organized Key Scheme (SOKS):In the self organized network each mobile node represents as a 

different CA.SOKS was disclosed. It has very low scalability and low resource efficiency but possess the off 

line authentication and restricted intrusion detection security services. SOKS having high intermediates 

encoding operations and high storage cost [2]. 

Zone-Based Key Management Scheme:- ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol), in this model for each 

mobile node zone is described. Some existing number is assigned to each mobile node which relays on the 
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distance in hops. Symmetric key management is treated by mobile node only for intra or inside r zone (zone 

radius). Clustering mobile node uses asymmetric key management for inter-zone security without depends on 

it. It allows effective way to making the public key without destroying the capability of making the 

certificates [2]. 

We give an efficient solution to distribute in a dynamic way the role of the PKG by conveniently 

using a bi-variate polynomial to share the master key. Subsequently, this construction gives a solution to 

mutually perform the role of the PKG in a mobile ad-hoc network [4]. DKPS model to acknowledge 

completely distributed and self organized key pre-distribution without relying on any infrastructure support. 

This technique of implementing DKPS avoided the limitations of the traditional techniques. 

DKPS needs less storage as contrasted to pair-wise key accord way [5]. DKPS symmetric key 

management scheme is much effective when compared to group key schemes and pair wise key agreement. 

DKPS is highly secure and effective methods when compared to any other symmetric key management 

method [6]. Since homomorphism and non-trivial zero encryption properties of DKPS, either side can only 

discover the common secret key, without disclosing the other non-common keys [7]. 

AODV is a dynamic routing protocol that creates and maintains the routes only when th ey are 

needed. [8] AODV is composed of two essential functions namely route discovery procedure and route 

maintenance procedure. Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) is additionally on -demand 

routing protocol. It utilizes customary routing tables, one section for every destination [9-11]. In AODV [12], 

just a single route path is accessible in routing table, if this path falls flat, it again starts route discovery 

process to discover another optimum path. Route Request Message (RREQ) from the sou rce to the 

destination and route reply message (RREP) from the destination to the source. To conquer this limitation, 

Ad Hoc Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) comes into account. 

One of the conflicting issues in DSDV is that it doesn‟t maintain load of tra ffic in large scale 

MANET and delay. Hence, it can be said that neither AODV nor DSDV [13] should be considered as most 

efficient energy effective routing protocol till date, as it even doesn‟t address the basic QoS issues in 

MANET. Hence, there is a need of formulating a new routing protocol with completely new considerations 

and technical assumption that can ensure energy effectiveness in MANET. The term “channel-aware” in our 

work refers to having the knowledge of channel conditions. The term condition mentions to the quality of the 

channel which can be measured in terms of appropriate metrics [14]. 

Channel Aware AOMDV (CA-AOMDV) uses the channel average non-fading duration as a routing 

metric to choose fixed links for route discovery, and applies a preemptive handoff strategy to keep reliable 

routes by exploiting channel state information. Using the identical information, routes can be used again as 

they become available again, rather than being desirable. We provide new theoretical results for the 

downtime and lifetime of a live-die-live multiple path system, as well as detailed theoretical expressions for 

common network performance measures, providing useful insights into the differences in performance 

between CA-AOMDV and AOMDV [9]. 

Internal threats due to changes in the node behavior that target the routing discovery or maintenance 

phase of the routing protocol (CA-AOMDV) which applies a preemptive handoff strategy to maintain 

reliable connections by exploiting channel state information [10]. By utilizing the Advance Multi route 

AODV and Channel Aware routing protocol we can not only decrease the network congestion by reducing 

flooding, occurred due to rapidly finding the destination in continuously changing topology, but also, it 

provide the guarantee of completion of data transmission in the case of link failure [11]. 

Channel aware routing protocol will be used in heterogeneous system [15].In MANETs routing, the 

node failure occurs due to two reasons. One is link failure and other is node overloaded. In  this LBCA- 

AOMDV, we have concentrated on node over loaded by the threshold value. Here we fix the threshold 

values, if any node exist that particular value consider that node will be overloaded and it comes away from 

the path and not from the channel. The particular load is replaced by some neighboring node [16]. 

A secure key management system for group based a MANET that does not rely on a centralized 

authority for creating and distributing keys. Group heads create, generate, and distribute the keys in t heir 

groups in a secure manner [17]. The benefit of this security method is that since encryption is done twice 

with two different encryption methods, one with neighborhood key and another with message specific key, 

more security is imposed. Whenever the topology changes with the inclusion or exclusion of a member, new 

neighborhood key is computed and is distributed to all authenticated neighbors. Message storage at the node 

level and compare the performance of spanning tree with and without the inclusion o f features such as key 

storage and message storage are not done here [18]. 

A Ternary tree based Group ECDH.2 (TGECDH.2) protocol that deploys a group of rekeying 

method during membership change. This tree is a balanced key tree in which suitable insertion point is 
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chosen for joining the members during rekeying process. This protocol merges the computational 

effectiveness of ECDH protocol and the communication efficiency of GDH.2 protocol [19]. 

We have planned and possessed a Dynamic Key Length Based Secure Frame-work (DLSeF) to 

supply end-to-end security for big data stream processing. This approach [20] is based on a common shared 

key that is produced by exploiting synchronize prime number. The proposed scheme avoids excessive 

communication between data sources and Data Stream Manager (DSM) for the rekeyingmethod. Hence, this 

leads to reduction in the overall communication overhead. Because of the reduced communication overhead, 

our approach is able to perform security verification on-the-fly (with minimum delay) with least 

computational overhead.  

Shared key encryption is very simple and fast which would arrange MANET data exchange faster. If 

the key is believed to be compromised, a new key can be found. No intermediate node can predict the key 

unless most of the intermediate nodes are compromised. Main drawback of this protocol is: if the number of 

routes are small and one or more nodes are common to all the routes then that particular node(s) can compute 

the key. But the receiving node can decide such circumstance and discard such key and produce a new one. 

Moreover if the nodes have mobility, they can change their geographical location to discover the key stronger 

[21]. 

While static schemes basically assume that administrative keys will outlast the system and underline 

pair-wise communication keys, dynamic schemes advocate rekeying to accomplish flexible to attack in long -

lived networks and primarily emphasize group communication keys. Dynamic key management schemes 

may change administrative keys occasionally, on request or on detection of node capture. The most important 

advantage of dynamic keying is refreshed network survivability, because of any captured key(s) is exchanged 

in a timely manner in a process known as rekeying. Another benefit of dynamic keying is providing better 

support for network expansion; upon adding new nodes, unlike static keying, which uses a fixed pool of keys, 

the probability of network capture does not necessarily increase. Both homogeneous and heterogeneous 

dynamic key management schemes have been proposed in the literature [22].  

The random pair-wise scheme has the most suitable security properties of the three schemes that 

belongs to perfect resilience against node capture attacks as well as support for node based revocation and 

resistance to node replication. The properties join with the trade-off that the high supported network size is 

not as high as the other schemes [23]. 

A new encryption technique called Variable size Block Encryption using Dynamic-key Mechanism 

(VBEDM), which is designed with unlimited key size, dynamically changing permutation table based on the 

encryption key and variable block size for each round. To make the cryptanalyst difficult to make the plain 

text from the variety of compression algorithms the VBEDM used a compression technique based on key 

[24]. 

It is difficult to detect patterns with which to perform cryptanalysis on the dynamic key. Here the 

authors have presented concept of dynamic key with symmetric cryptography. Dynamic key is like to one 

time pad. A dynamic key theory is described and mathematically analyzed. Here author produced a 

cryptography system in which four rounds of encryption & decryption are performed. In each round, various 

parts of dynamic key are connected to make it hard against cryptanalysis attacks [25]. A Secure & Efficient 

Audit Service Outsourcing method designed to prevent the fraudulence of prover [26]. An efficient 

mechanism on probabilistic queries and periodic verification is proposed to reduce the audit costs per 

verification and implement abnormal detection timely [27].The link level congestion occurs when more than 

one sensor node tries to acquire the channel at same time. In case of link-level congestion, all the nodes 

attempt to send traffic on the link simultaneously. It results in packet collisions. Furthermore, due to link-

level congestion, the link utilization is reduced. To avoid all the above-mentioned effects of congestion, 

congestion must be controlled or avoided in an effective way [29]. Heterogenous network have budding to 

improve network lifetime and also provide sophisticated quality network. Due to limited power battery will 

exhausted. Thus, energy efficient routing protocol needs to allocate the balance energy burden between the 

sensor nodes [28]. In this study, a scalable dynamic keying technique called DKT for Mobile Adhoc network 

has been proposed. 

 

 

2. DYNAMIC KEY MANAGEMENT FOR MANETs 

In this study, a scalable dynamic keying technique called DKT for Mobile Adhoc network has been 

proposed. At first the nodes are assembled into different clusters as per the distance. The GPS enabled nodes 

are chosen as CHs. With the assistance of CH, all the cluster members can assess their locations. Each cluster 

member additionally evaluates its node degree by calculating  its neighbors. The CH has a member table 

which contains the details of every member id, its area, node degree and virtual battery power to deliver one 

packet to the CH. The key utilized for the encryption dynamically replaces according to the capacity of the 
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CCV. So the procedure of re-keying is not needed. In this way, separate dynamic keys are produced in each 

cluster by the CH. Proposed system expresses the workflow representation in steps by -steps in Figure 1. 

 

2.1.  Cluster Formation 

The process of group of nodes includes a subgroup and nominates a head known as cluster head 

(CH). To choose efficient CH, first weight will be calculated for each and every node in the network. To start 

with weight calculation process every node is identified by unique ID and all other nodes compute their 

individual weight based on difference of Degree, Energy (battery power), Distance and speed of the model. 

The Equation (1) is used for calculating weight value for mobile node. 

 

      
      

      
      

         (1) 

 

where   - weight of node „e‟ 

   - Degree Difference of node „e‟ 

  – node‟s energy „n 

  –node‟s mobility „e‟ 

   - Distance from node „e‟ 

N1, N2, N3, N4 - co-efficient 

The co-efficient are assigned with the values, N1 = 0.5, N2 = 0.35, N3 = 0.05, N4 = 0.1 and the total 

of these coefficient is 1. The difference of Degree and Battery Power are taken fundamentally and allocated 

with higher values 0.5 and 0.35. The weight values are kept in every node with its unique ID and these are 

send out to neighbors to elect CH. 

 

2.2.  Cluster Head (CH) Nomination 

The proposed algorithm constitutes Cluster Head nomination and Cluster Head lifetime observing 

algorithms respectively. The Secondary Cluster Head (SCH) additionally chose to maintain distance from 

bottlenecks while the death of CH. 

Cluster Head Election Algorithm 

Step 1: Compute weight for each node based on the parameters like Node Degree, Mobility, Connectivity 

and Energy Remaining. 

Step 2: Broadcast Weight value and its unique Id to all its Neighboring nodes and the neighborhood table 

refreshed with weight value. 

Step 3: CH and SCH chose based on the weight value.  

If (The Node with most elevated weight value). 

Choose that Node as a CH. 

If (The Node with next most elevated weight).  

Choose that Node as a SCH. 

Else, Normal nodes send Join request to CH to create a Cluster. 

 

Cluster Head Lifetime Algorithm 

SCH observe the battery level of CH for each 25s. 

If (Battery level of CH < Minimum Threshold Level). 

SCH will turn out to New CH, 

Send CH_LIFE DOWN Message to all member nodes, 

Election method started to discover new SCH. 

Else, 

Re election not required. 

 

2.3.  Dynamic Key Distribution 

After the nomination of Cluster Head, it starts the dynamic key generation process using dkps 

scheme in channel aware routing protocol by gathering cluster members ID and public key. Below algorithm 

represents procedure of computing DK in channel aware routing protocol. 

The Equation 2, that represents dynamic key calculation using RSA algorithm. 

 

DK= (                    )             (2) 

 

where GK is the group cluster 
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  is the primitive root of p 

      is the private key of cluster head 

           private members Public keys  

 pn is the prime number  

     random value generated while renewing the DK secretly. 

 

The distribution of dynamic key is started with the encryption of DK by Cluster head and decodings 

in the next end completely the cluster members using RSA algorithm in channel aware routing protocol. 

Below represents the algorithm for encryption and decryption in key distribution. 

Dk Generation Algorithm 

Step 1: 

If (Node exist inside the cluster) 

If CH obtains public keys of all nodes  

compute dynamic key as follows: 

 

CH: DK= (                      )        

End if 

End  if 

 

Encryption and Decryption for Key Distribution Algorithm  

Step 1: CH  nodes inside the cluster: 

Encode DK using RSA algorithm 

E (DK) = ((DK) en mod np) in which {en, np} are public key pair. 

Step 2: Decode DK in Nodes: 

D (DK) = (E (DK)dn mod np) in which {dn,np} are private key pair. 

 

2.4. Authentication 

In channel aware routing protocol inside the cluster, if any two nodes hope to communicate first it 

will authenticate each other. For example node aand b becomes authenticated nodes by using following 

algorithm. 

Algorithm - Providing Authentication between Node X and Y 

Step 1: Node a        b: hash value using (Node (a) id, public key, DK) and its unique id, public key. 

Step 2: Node a: compute new value (Node (a) id, public key, DK). 

Step 3: If received and computed values are same then Node a becomes authenticated. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow chart for our proposed method 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A malicious node, the so called black hole node, may always respond positively to route requests 

even when it does not have proper routing information. The black hole can drop all packets forwarded to it .  

The figure below shows the Black Holes detected in a 10 to 100 nodes keeping speed constant to 2 m/s. The  

metrics chosen are Packet Delivery ratio, delay, throughput, packet overhead and energy. 

According Figure 2-6, The proposed method detected black hole attack for 1 & 5 attacker with 100 

nodes behalf of PDR (Packet Delivery Ration) Delay, Throughput, packet overhead and energy 

consumptions. Based on observation of graphical result Figure 2-6, Its claims that proposed methods 

performs well compare than other existing methods. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Black hole attack detected in proposed method in terms of PDR us ing 1 and 5 attackers respectively 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Black hole attack detected in proposed method in terms of delay using 1 and 5 attackers 

respectively 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Black hole attack detected in proposed method in terms of throughput using 1 and 5 attackers 

respectively 
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Figure 5. Black hole attack detected in proposed method in terms of packet overhead using 1 and 5 attackers 

respectively 

 

 

Figure 6. Black hole attack detected in proposed method in terms of energy using 1 and 5 attackers 

respectively. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this, the issues related to security and the loopholes of CA-AOMDV and DSDV protocols, has 

been studied specific to the network layer attacks such as black hole attack and wormhole attack. A dynamic 

key generation and distribution is implemented using RSA algorithm and tested with networks of varied node 

configurations that gives higher computational complexity. It performs better in terms of packet delivery 

ratio. Security comes with decrease of packet drooping and minimizing delay. CA -AOMDV is not affected 

by black hole due to some of the attacks are secured by dynamic key proposed.  
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